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Who is this guy?
Keith Schengili-Roberts 

Senior Content Strategist at Precision Content

Member of OASIS DITA Technical Committee

Chair of DITA Adoption Committee

Professor of Information Architecture at 
University of Toronto

The “Writer” behind DITAWriter.com

Keith@PrecisionContent.com

mailto:Keith@PrecisionContent.com
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Who is that guy?
Josh Anderson

Associate Information Architect at Precision 
Content

Master of Information from the University of 
Toronto

Speaker at World IA Day events in Okinawa 
and Toronto

Member of DITA Adoption Committee

Josh@PrecisionContent.com

mailto:Josh@PrecisionContent.com
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About DITAWriter.com
Industry blog started +10 years ago

Over 385,000 views (not bad for a niche 
website)

Have regularly updated info on DITA 
Conferences, DITA Books, Companies Using 
DITA, DITA CMSes, DITA Editors, other 
DITA Tools, and DITA Consulting Firms

News and views on DITA use

Also features interviews with those making a 
difference in the world of DITA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Precision Content, we understand that information is the life-blood of every modern organization and yet most silently struggle with antiquated processes and technology to create and manage that information. You need information that is easier for everyone to use so that the right information flows freely throughout the organization to anyone at anytime and anywhere it is needed. We believe that everyone should have the right information to make the best use of your products and services. We understand that poor content has a negative impact on your business which is why we help companies like yours traverse digital transformation through better content, technology, and processes. Learn for yourself why Precision Content was named one of the top 100 companies that matter most in the digital content industry in 2019.
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We Believe in Evidence
What Josh and I will be talking about today 
touches on the future of DITA and technical 
communications in general. And I want to 
emphasize that our conclusions and opinions are 
based on evidence, and not anecdotes.
What John and I hope to do with this presentation 
is to survey what we currently know, and highlight 
some real industry trends
That's not to say that what we predict will 
necessarily come true, despite the evidence. If 
the past couple of years has demonstrated 
nothing else, it’s how unpredictable things can be
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Explaining the Title for this Talk
I definitely think that DITA is not for 
every organization or company that 
could use it, and I will be talking about 
some of the business factors that appear 
to be necessary in order for DITA to 
thrive

Josh will also be examining what I think 
could be called “DITA and its 
Discontents” looking at the darts that 
have (largely unfairly) been thrown at 
DITA over the years

DITA is ultimately a niche market, but 
what a niche!
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2020 DITA Satisfaction 
Report
A significant amount of the data 
used in this presentation comes 
from the recently-issued 2020 DITA 
Satisfaction Report

It is available for free via the 
Precision Content website at: 
https://www.precisioncontent.com/
resources/white-papers/

https://www.precisioncontent.com/resources/white-papers/
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The Business of DITA
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So Who is Using DITA?
This is using the latest DITA on the 
number of firms known to be using DITA

DITA started in the software sector, and 
it is still the single largest group of DITA 
users
◦ Worth noting that many of the other 

industries mentioned here are also using DITA 
when documenting their software

Despite that, DITA use is widespread, 
and still appears to be growing
◦ “Other” in particular keeps growing, 

emphasizing widespread deployment of 
the DITA standard

Computer 
Software

26%
Information 
Technology 

and Services
13%

Telecommunications
6%Semiconductors

5%
Medical Devices

4%

Financial Services
3%

Electrical/Electronic 
Manufacturing

3%

Machinery
3%

Mechanical or Industrial 
Engineering

2%

Internet
2%

Oil & Energy
2%

Automotive
2%

Hospital & Health Care
2%

Computer & Network 
Security

1%

Publishing
1%

Aviation & Aerospace
1%

Computer Networking
1%

Computer Hardware
1%

Education Management
1%

E-Learning
1%

Defense & Space
1%

Higher Education
1%

Pharmaceuticals
1%

Industrial Automation
1%

Printing
1%

Consumer Electronics
1%

Nonprofit Organization
1%

Other
12%

DITA USAGE BY INDUSTRY SECTOR, Q1 2021

COUNT=757

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I suspect the numbers of companies using DITA is considerably higher than what’s depicted here, and I have not had a lot of spare time of late to search for new firms that are using DITA. If you happen to be using DITA and your firm or organization is not listed on the “Companies Using DITA” on the DITAWriter.com website, please let me know!
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Advantages for DITA Appear to Come at Scale
Here’s another look at all 
of the same data, but in 
this case looking at the size 
of the firms in terms of the 
number of people they 
employ

While there are a lot of 
slices to this pie, the bigger 
slices represent larger 
companies

1-10
2%

11-50
4%

51-200
17%

201-500
11%

501-1,000
10%

1,001-5,000
23%

5,001-10,000
9%

10,001+
24%

Size of Companies Using DITA
(By Number of Employees) as of Q1 2021
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Advantages for DITA Appear to Come at Scale
Here’s another look at that 
data, but this time looking at 
the difference between “large” 
and “small” firms (at a cutoff 
point of 500 employees)

The types of efficiencies that 
DITA brings work best at scale 
(more on that later)

"Small Firms" (1 -
500 employees)

36%"Large Firms" 
(500+ 

employees)
64%

Size of companies Using DITA
(By Number of Employees) as of Q1 2021
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So How Large is “Large”?

6%

13%

22%

26%

33%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

$1M-

$1M to $10M

$10M to $100M

$100M to $1B

1B+

Sizes of Firms Using DITA by Annual Revenue

60%{

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data takes the firms described from the previous slides and maps those companies against Hoover’s financial database of companies. Again, this implies that DITA appears to work best at scale. I don't want to imply that it is only larger firms that afford to do DITA, more like it is large firms that appear to be able to make the most of DITA's advantages. 
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DITA’s Primary “Superpower”: Content Reuse
The design decision to make DITA 
content reusable ended up being 
of the standard's "superpowers"; 
none of the other major XML 
documentation standards 
(DocBook, S1000D) emphasize 
this

I’d argue that this has enabled 
the success of DITA from a 
business perspective
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Chief Business Strengths of DITA
These are the reasons that most 
people with even a passing 
familiarity of DITA will know 
about:

- Content Reuse

- Lower localization costs
- Content/Formatting separation

- Multi-channel publishing
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Brief Focus on Localization
R.O.I. makes sense especially if you localize to 
many languages; basically, the more languages, 
the better the R.O.I.
Arguably it is larger companies who have 
worldwide distribution that get the most “bang 
for the buck”
Years ago when I was managing the localization 
budget at a semiconductor firm, the yearly max. 
spend could be US $1M (though that cost was 
significantly reduced over time due to DITA + 
CCMS)
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The Less Obvious Benefits of DITA
In addition to all the things DITA was designed for, when 
done right, it can also do the following:
- Advance product SEO
- Provide a better user customer experience
- Topic/semantic structure works well with emerging 
systems, like chatbots and AI (like intelligent document 
extraction platforms (IDEPs))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is “by design”, but not in the way that the founders of DITA would have originally thought; single sourcing, content reuse and more efficient localization are all great, but it’s because of topic typing and the user-focus of well-written DITA that we are seeing other opportunities opening up“These tools help classify and extract various data from documents, emails, forms and handle e-discovery, contract analytics, compliance risk.”And if the content is structured, the easier it is for these system to extract accurate information
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Customer Experience Has Become a 
Business Imperative
- Before the digital 
transformation, key business 
interactions with customers 
happened in the physical world

- But then our customers moved 
online. And we moved what had 
formerly been physical content 
online as well. 

- Technical documentation has 
come to the fore, since it often 
contains targeted info 
customers are looking for

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before digital transformation, key business interactions with customers happened in the physical world.There were many key touch points users and customers would encounter, including:Marketing might provide something like a Datasheet detailing the features of a product.Sales would give additional supporting information, providing persuasive information enticing you to buy the productOnce the Product was purchased, you would get the “Fine Manual” that you would (hopefully) readIf there were issues post-purchase, you would contact Support & Services to help you with your productBut then our customers moved online. And we moved what had formerly been physical content online as well. Since users could now choose the specific information they were looking for, it was much easier to completely skip parts of the customer experience which did not directly answer the types of questions users/customers were asking.Sales information often did not match what users were actually seeking. And users would not actually get to the phone-call-to-Support & Services stage if other options were available.In this scenario, technical documentation has come to the fore, since it more often contains information that prospective customers are actually looking for…
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DITA Topics Target Two of Google’s Four 
User “Moments” 

DITA-based technical documentation often matches 
these two categories, and these “moments” 

are what Google optimizes its search results for

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you see here is Google’s “Four User Moments”, from a document they published back a few years ago. (If you search for “Four User Moments” you will find it; it is well worth a look). In this case I want to focus on the first and third moments. The first moment highlights that 65% of online consumers look up more information now than ever. And notice that the picture shows someone looking up information on their smartphone—this experience is highlighted in the third moment, where Google finds that 91% of smartphone users turn to their phones while doing a task. Key thing here is that the majority of all searches have moved to mobile devices, and these four “moments” summarize the four most popular types of questions that people are making. This really confirms the fundamental shift of the traditional customer journey. And these two Google moments adapt well to the types of content technical communicators provide who are using DITA. (Credit to Joe Pairman who first noticed this relationship). Given this, is it any wonder that DITA-based technical documentation can dominate search engine results?So there is an imperative to provide more customer-focused information, both from a marketing and technical documentation perspective. And partly by design, and partly by accident, DITA is being recognized as pivotal to this. 
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Enter: Chatbots and Artificial Intelligence
• This subject has been getting a 

lot of interest in marketing and 
technical documentation 

• We are still in the early days, 
but it is likely to become 
another facet in the overall 
customer experience journey
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DITA Users Are Generally Pretty Happy
One key difference in the 
DITA Satisfaction Survey 
from 2017 to now is the 
growth in satisfaction of 
DITA users with their 
implementation (more 
than three-quarters of 
those asked)

Interestingly, of those 
who expressed 
dissatisfaction with their 
DITA implementation, 
48% did not have a DITA 
expert to help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, teams “guided by an external expert report fewer complications and higher satisfaction rates.”
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DITA and its Discontents

Things are not so clear cut as we are suggesting, so we don’t want to imply
that the future will be a bed of roses for DITA. There is serious discontent
with DITA out there, despite the benefits…
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Who is Not Using DITA? 
Structured content requires an 
investment of time and money
◦ Benefits are worth it, but may not be 

apparent/obvious at first

Smaller firms

Many firms also adopting a hybrid 
approach
◦ Rare to find a large firm that is using DITA 

exclusively
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Common Obstacles to DITA Adoption
Percentage Issue

61% Incoherent content strategy

50% Cost of adoption (insufficient budget/resources)

41% Inability to adequately prove return on investment 
(ROI)

38% Technology and software selection and 
implementation

• 83% of survey respondents encountered 
obstacles to DITA adoption

• “Most of the obstacles to DITA adoption 
can be avoided or mitigated by a well-
designed, fully documented content 
strategy.” - Val Swisher, Global Content 
Strategist at Content Rules

• "On cost, don't assume that a DITA 
solution is expensive." - Mark Lewis, 
Content Engineer at Caliper Content 
Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from the 2020 DITA Satisfaction Report 
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The Most Commonly Reported DITA 
Content Challenges

Percentage Issue

41% Inability to effectively repurpose and reuse 
content

29% Inability to publish output as desired

29% Inability to adequately control the formatting of 
DITA content

26% Content delivery difficulties (multi-channel 
publishing)

48% Training of technical communication team 
members

19% Difficulty creating DITA content

15% Problems related to translating and localizing DITA 
content

• There's a clear link to the most 
common obstacle to adoption, which 
was an incoherent content strategy

• These challenges also suggest a need 
for better DITA tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from the 2020 DITA Satisfaction Report
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The Most Commonly Reported DITA 
Management Challenges

Percentage Issue

63% Content strategy development difficulties

52% Inability to accurately measure content 
performance

49% Inability to collect actionable business data

48% Finding the right people (staffing)

48% Training of technical communication team 
members

47% Difficulty finding staff with requisite experience

47% Controlling naysayers and laggards (obstacles to 
success)

46% Lack of content governance

39% Inexperience selecting the right tools and 
technologies

24% Lack of leadership

• Again, we see content strategy 
development as a major pain point

• Content strategists, especially those 
will DITA skills and experience, are 
valuable assets

• Management issues are "most likely to 
form the root cause of all other issues 
identified in the survey." - Rob Hanna, 
President & Chief Information 
Architect at Precision Content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from the 2020 DITA Satisfaction ReportLast bullet point quote from Rob Hanna in blog about 2017 DITA Satisfaction Report. https://www.precisioncontent.com/blog/addressing-dita-dissatisfaction-part-3-management/
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Tech Doc Groups Abandoning DITA?
In the Data 2020 DITA 
Satisfaction Report, one 
in four technical 
documentation teams 
reported that they have 
discussed abandoning 
the standard in favour of 
something else

Percentage Issue

42% Counterintuitive software with outdated user interfaces 

39% Attractiveness of alternatives that appear easier to adopt/use 

23% Inaccessible to non-expert content contributors

11% Distrust of software vendors 

10% Challenges making content reuse work as expected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from the 2020 DITA Satisfaction Report (page 28).
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Most Content is Unstructured
Unstructured content is thought to make 
up roughly 80% or more of all enterprise 
data

And what is the world’s most popular 
technical writing tool? Word.

So structuring content is the solution to 
making unstructured content more 
usable, right?

The path is not so clear cut
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Unstructured Content Has More 
“Structure” than You Might Think
MS Office applications have been using their own 
form of XML since at least 2003

While it does not separate content from 
formatting per se, as you can see from this early 
example it does contain a semblance of structure

Similarly, image and video files come with a 
substantial amount of metadata content

This provides useful information on when, where 
and who created it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The example you see here is actually from the earlier form of MS XML, prior to them adopting Microsoft Open XML in the early 2010s.
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AI is Being Applied to Unstructured Content 
IBM Watson can be applied to 
unstructured and structured content
◦ IBM calls AI “the key to making 

unstructured data useful”
◦ Microsoft, Google, Amazon and others 

are all producing tools for analyzing 
unstructured content, images, and 
audio data

Still early days, but worth noting that 
AI (and chatbots) are not being used 
exclusively with structured content
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DITA is a Niche Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Job postings for technical writer jobs looking for DITA experience or Flare experience are roughly comparable
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The Rise of Markdown
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One Reason: SMEs are Producing More 
Upstream Content
When it comes to API documentation, 
programmers are expected to provide 
much of the content. This is often 
framed and put into context by technical 
writers.
The advent of Agile documentation 
processes in small software 
development teams means that, in some 
circumstances, SMEs had to write 
content.
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The Other Reason: The Role of the 
“Technical Writer” is Changing

- Applications Engineer

- Chief Information Architect, UX Analyst

- Consulting Content Strategist

- Content Architect

- Content Developer

- Content Management Specialist

- Content Strategist

- DITA Architect

- DITA Content Strategist

- Information Architect

- Information Developer

- Information Experience Manager

- Knowledge Architect

- Lead Information Developer

- Localization Program Manager

- Manager, XML CMS and L10n Systems

- Principal Content Experience Developer

- Principal Information Developer

- Project Manager and Documentation 
Engineer

- Senior Content Developer

- Senior Content Strategist

- Senior Documentation Tools Developer

- Staff Information Architect

- Team Leader Technical Documentation

- User Assistance Development Architect

- UX Designer

- XML/DITA Coordinator

In a survey Keith did of 1,500 LinkedIn profiles where people claimed to be using DITA, 
66% were not employed as traditional technical writers; some selected job titles:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By “technical writer” I mean job titles that did not have “technical writer” or “writer” in them.What is evident to me is that there are three main positions associated with DITA job titles that are not technical writers: managers, those who assist with the publication process, and those who are structuring content or providing some additional value to the output process.
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The “Technical Writer” Job Landscape is 
Changing…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since late 2012 Keith has been checking the details for “Technical Writer” job postings on Indeed.com, the U.S.’s largest job post aggregator website. Over the past 8 years there has been an overall decline in the number of “Technical Writer” job postings on Indeed.com; roughly 1,000 fewer job postings across the U.S. than from its peak in the Fall of 2015.
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Peak DITA Job Postings and DITA 1.3

DITA 1.3 released 
December 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possibly due to the interest in the developing new standard, and the updated software tools that soon followed it, there was a peak in DITA-related job postings around the time of the release of the DITA 1.3 standard. It might be a coincidence, but what is certain is that there has been a steady decline in technical writer job postings seeking DITA experience since then.
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Lightweight DITA
• Fewer elements

• Simplified schema for structuring content

• Tighter content models

• Simplified specialization architecture

• Three authoring formats: XDITA, HDITA, and MDITA, based on XML, HTML5, and (GitHub 
Flavoured) Markdown, respectively

"I think one of the most important developments in DITA’s future isLightweight DITA. 
Companies are looking for solutions that still allow others to use simpler, more familiar 
markup, like Markdown or HTML, and Lightweight DITA will enable these all to work 
together more easily." - Dawn Stevens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from Keith's interview with Dawn Stevens on ditawriter.com: https://www.ditawriter.com/an-interview-with-dawn-stevens/July 2020LwDITA description from my notes from Creating Intelligent Content with Lightweight DITA by Dr. Carlos Evia

https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita-lightweight-dita
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Where Is DITA on the Technology Adoption 
Life Cycle?

2004 ~2025 ?~20302007 2010 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the various sectors I have explored in depth, including semi-conductors, medical devices and software, while DITA usage is significant, it has not saturated these markets. DITA tool producers are very likely to have many more years of profitability
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DITA is Here to Stay...
• We are entering middle-stage DITA maturity

• It's not enough to promote the benefits of DITA; it must be defended against 
other competing standards.

• "Even if we are in the late majority of the adoption curve, this still means that 
only 50% of the ultimate adopters have made the move [to DITA]." - Dawn 
Stevens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quote from Keith's interview with Dawn Stevens on ditawriter.com: https://www.ditawriter.com/an-interview-with-dawn-stevens/July 2020
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… And DITA Must (And Will) Evolve to 
Meet Unaddressed Needs

• OASIS DITA Adoption Committee is discussing a shift in focus towards 
"advocacy" over "adoption."

• Precision Content is building tools to make it easier to publish DITA documents 
in PDF, Word, and other formats.

• Precision Content also has its own version of DITA (PC-DITA), with included 
writing standards.

• LwDITA presents alternative authoring formats.

• DITA 2.0 is still being developed.

• Evolution is an inherent part of the DITA paradigm. (D for "Darwin")
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Thank you
Reach out to us at
more-info@precisioncontent.com
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